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Magic, monsters, and mayhem abound when Percy Jackson and Annabeth Chase meet Carter and

Sadie Kane for the first time. Weird creatures are appearing in unexpected places, and the

demigods and magicians have to team up to take them down. As they battle with Celestial Bronze

and glowing hieroglyphs, the four heroes find that they have a lot in common--and more power than

they ever thought possible. But will their combined forces be enough to foil an ancient enemy who is

mixing Greek and Egyptian incantations for an evil purpose? Rick Riordan wields his usual

storytelling magic in this adrenaline-fueled adventure.
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These short stories were included in prior books (the printed versions, not just the e-version like

another reviewer said). If I had realized that, I wouldn't have spent money on this. However, my

daughter, who is a huge fan and for whom I bought this, was still pretty excited to get this book.

A fun crossover series of adventures as Percy Jackson and Annabeth Chase meet up with the Kane

siblings to fight Egyptian/Greek crossover evils. The three short stories have been previously

released as eBook only publications, but are now combined here in hardback format/dead tree

format for the first time. If you already own the eBooks, there are still a few extras included. A one



page letter from Percy explaining the set up. Plus samples from Sword of Summer, the first of the

Norse Mythology series and the first few pages, a short chapter from the new, series where the

Greek god Apollo has been turned into a human teen as punishment and turns to the demigods for

help, including his buddy Percy.An enjoyable addition to Rick Riordan's mythology in the modern

world collection, but if you already own the eBooks, you many not want to spring for the pulp

version.

Iâ€™m a big fan of the Percy Jackson series, so I jumped at the chance to read Demigods &

Magicians, where Percy and Annabeth meet the Kane siblings. I donâ€™t read the The Kane

Chronicles, so Iâ€™m not as familiar with the characters. But the characters (especially Sadie) are

fleshed out well.Demigods & Magicians is comprised of three short stories. The first, is an adventure

with the two boys as they meet while fighting a monstrous creature. The second story involves the

two girls in a similar way. In the third story they all team up to take down the big baddie. Fans of

either or both of the series will enjoy this book. The stories are exciting and humorous as the kids all

get to know each other and the Egyptian magic versus the Greek demigod powers. Itâ€™s

fast-paced and a fun, quick read.*Review previously posted at SciFiChick.

Love the sense of humor and personality that Rick Riordan gives Percy Jackson. I enjoy reading his

work and watching our Percy go through his journeys. This book tells several short stories with

Percy and Annabeth meeting the Kanes. Of course the viewpoint is told through Percy's point of

view.

Rick Riordan's writing is hilarious, engaging, and speaks to my inner teen! And hey...you will learn a

thing or two about Greek Mythology and Ancient Egypt along the way. Not in the painful

textbook/school lecture way...but in an entertaining "can't put the book down" way!My son (10 yrs

old) and I (29+ yrs old) love Rick's writing!!!

This book is just to compilation of the stories about Percy Jackson and Annabeth Chase and their

first meetings of Carter and Sadie Kane, and the various adventures they each undergo (e.g. Percy

and Carter, Sadie and Annabeth, and all four together), to stop a great and ancient enemy who is

mixing Greek and Egyptian magics to ultimately rule the world. So if you have already purchased

the individual stories (like I did), you don't need to purchase this one, unless you really want to. Still

a great purchase if you haven't read these stories separately, and worth the buy.



This book is not one story with one plot. Instead, it contains three cross-over stories when Percy

Jackson, Annabeth and the Kanes meet. Percy Jackson and Annabeth are characters in their own

series called Percy Jackson and the Olympians. Similarly, the Kanes have their own series called

the Kane Chronicles. Both these series are written by Rick Riordan. This book also contains a

sneak peek at Rick Riordanâ€™s upcoming book called â€œThe Trials of Apollo.â€•I love the Percy

Jackson series, but did not like the Kane Chronicles as much. But together in the same book, they

make an amazing team. I donâ€™t have a favorite part of the book because it was all full of action.

The characters work to fight the bad people together. One bad person wanted to build a lighthouse

for evil, another wanted to become a god, and another was a gigantic crocodile. My favorite

character in this book is Percy Jackson, of course. He has a magical pen that turns into a sword

when you uncap it. The pen also reappears in his pocket no matter where he last put it. Percy

Jackson is also very funny. Will they be able to defeat all the monsters? Read the book and

youâ€™ll find out.I give the book 5 stars because it was so enticing that I had to keep turning the

pages. I recommend this book to kids who love Rick Riordanâ€™s books and Ancient Mythology.

I love this crossovers! I want more stories! Maybe a series. That would be super cool.This book is

just the stories that we had already read, but al together in one book. This book is for fans of Rick

Riordan that like to have the print version of everything he writes. Like me. lol
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